We have developed and implemented methods of extracting morphological features from images of biofilms in order to quantify the characteristics of the inherent heterogeneity. This is a first step towards quantifying the relationship between biofilm heterogeneity and the underlying processes, such as mass-transport dynamics, substrate concentrations, and species variations. We have examined two categories of features, areal, which quantify the relative magnitude of the heterogeneity and textural, which quantify the microscale structure of the heterogeneous elements. The feature set is not exhaustive and has been restricted to two-dimensional images to this point. Included in this paper are the methods used to extract the structural information and the algorithms used to quantify the data. The features discussed are porosity, fractal dimension, diffusional length, angular second moment, inverse difference moment and textural entropy. We have found that some features are better predictors of biofilm behavior than others and we discuss possible future directions for research in this area.
Introduction
biofilm heterogeneity and to correlate it numerically with local mass transport rates and local respiration Many biofilm studies indicate that structural hetrates measured in natural biofilms. In this paper we erogeneity of biofilms may affect biofilm activity and present a set of techniques to quantify biofilm intra-biofilm mass transfer dynamics (Keevil et al., structure, with the goal of defining a set of parame-1993; Lewandowski et al., 1993; DeBeer et al., 1994;  ters that would adequately represent biofilm mor- Walker et al., 1995; Yang and Lewandowski, 1995;  phology for analysis and modeling. The structural White et al., 1996; Bishop, 1997; De Beer et al., elements of the biofilm that are measured are called 1997a; Suci et al., 1997; Wimpenny and Colasanti, features and the quantified feature is referred to as a 1997; Picioreanu et al., 1998a,b) . To correlate parameter. biofilm structure to intra-biofilm mass transfer dyAlthough biofilm structure has been studied extennamics and biofilm activity it is necessary to quantify sively (Robinson et al., 1984; Brakenhoff et al., 1988; Christensen et al., 1989; Lawrence et al., 1991; Bremer et al., 1992; Caldwell et al., 1992; Dalton et *Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-406-994-5915; fax: 11-406-al., 1994; Gjaltema et al., 1994; Tijhuis et al., 1994; Stewart et al., 1995; van Loosdrecht et al., 1995;  heterogeneous biofilm, there are a finite number of Swope and Flickinger, 1996; Gjaltema et al., 1997;  parameters that can be measured and used to quan- Paulsen et al., 1997) , the attempts to quantify the tify unique features of biofilm structure. This paper structure are much fewer and limited to calculating presents several parameters we were able to calculate fractal dimension (Obert et al., 1990 ; Zahid and from two-dimensional biofilm images taken by light Ganczarczyk, 1994; Gibbs and Bishop, 1995; Her- microscopy or laser confocal microscopy. We demanowics et al., 1995) , and biofilm porosity (Zhang veloped algorithms to quantify biofilm structure from and Bishop, 1994; Holden et al., 1997) . Our goal is digitized computer images, and integrated these to extend these works to a more comprehensive set algorithms into a software package to automatically of measures and to relate those measures to underlyextract the features and produce the numerical ing processes that would uniquely describe biofilm parameters. The integration with underlying prostructure. The working hypothesis is that in any cesses will be based on our current work where microelectrodes are used to quantify local intrabiofilm mass transport rates (Yang and Lewandowski, 1995; Beyenal et al., 1998 ) and local respiration rates (Lewandowski et al., 1992) . Cluster size and shape are examples of structural features. There are many features that one could choose to study, and an objective strategy is required to select those that are the most discerning between biofilms with different histories. The effectiveness of a feature in representing heterogeneity is based on its correlation with changes in the underlying processes that formed the biofilm and determined its behavior under known conditions. Features should be related in some manner to the underlying processes in order to be of scientific significance. It is reasonable, for example, to believe that the size of cell clusters or interstitial spaces might be associated with variations in population type and nutritional status, and that the shape of clusters might be associated with hydrodynamics.
Quantifying structure parameters
The parameters that describe biofilm structure can be classified as textural and areal. The textural parameters describe the microscale heterogeneity of the image and the areal parameters describe the morphological relationship between the size orientation and shape of surface features. The textural parameters studied are textural entropy, angular second moment and inverse difference moment, and the areal parameters are porosity, run length, fractal dimension and diffusion distance. properties of the image, and could be subjectively image (Fig. 1A) and the areal parameters are calcudescribed as fine, coarse, smooth, random, rippled, lated from a binary image (Fig. 1B) . The gray scale irregular, etc. The calculations in the ISA were based image is converted to a binary image by interactively on descriptions given by Haralick et al. (1973) , with selecting a threshold value that partitions the image the textural parameters calculated from the normalinto black and white pixels. The threshold value in ized spatial dependence matrix. this example is 150 while the pixel values range
If the image to be analyzed has dimensions M from 0 to 255. If a pixel value in the image is less rows by N columns, and N gray scale levels, then a G than 150, it is set to one (black), otherwise it is set to triplet identifies each pixel: zero (white). Each image is represented as a matrix the gray scale chromatic domain. The horizontal Thresholding is a subjective operation, where the spatial dependence matrix is defined as: operator attempts to find the value on the gray scale that best represents the distinction between biomass
and void space. There are biomass components that may be too transparent to be detected, which intro- in pixels that are adjacent in a horizontal row either Analysis of the images was accomplished with the right-to-left or left-to-right. Image Structure Analyzer (ISA), a software package Similarly, the vertical spatial dependence matrix is developed by the Biofilm Structure-Function redefined as: search group, Center for Biofilm Engineering, Mon- l( p,q) 5 bj techniques presented in this paper were integrated into this computer program and the post-thresholding
calculations are done automatically. In the near future the computer program may be available at the The normalized spatial dependence matrix is: Center for Biofilm Engineering's Internet site www.erc.montana.edu.
Each element p (a,b) in the normalized spatial The textural parameters measure the microscale dependence matrix is the probability of a gray scale heterogeneity in the biofilm, by comparing the size, change from a to b. position and / or orientation of the biofilm constituents. The textural parameters are calculated from an 8-bit gray scale image, where each pixel has a Example 1. Calculating the normalized spatial devalue between 0 and 255. Texture is broadly defined pendence matrix. A 434 biofilm image with four as the rate and direction of change of the chromatic gray scale values, 0-3, is shown below. Based on the normalized spatial dependence ma-
trix P , the textural parameters are defined as: likelihood that pixels of similar or dissimilar types H would be neighbors. Textural entropy is a measure of Similarly, the vertical spatial dependence matrix the pure randomness in the gray scale image. The is:
higher the textural entropy value, the more heteroge-
neous the biofilm. The angular second moment and inverse difference moment are similar measures but
Higher angular second moment values indicate more
4 directional uniformity in the image, and inverse
difference moment values indicate more or less variation in image contrast (Haralick et al., 1973) . 8 1 2 2 1 2 0 0 5 2.2. Areal parameters 2 0 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 0 Areal parameters describe the morphological structures of biofilm. Each parameter measures a The spatial dependence matrix is the sum of the unique characteristic of either the cell cluster or horizontal and vertical spatial dependence matrix: interstitial space in the biofilm. These parameters are 2.3.3. Diffusion distance concerned with the size and shape of the constituent
The diffusion distance for a cluster is a measure of parts.
the distance from the cells in the cluster to interstitial space. Diffusion distance is related to both the sizes 2.3.1. Areal porosity of the clusters and their general shape, as shown in The areal porosity is defined as the ratio of void Fig. 2 . area to total area and given by: Fig. 2 shows that for any cell in a cell cluster, the distance to each pixel that is on the boundary of the
Number of void pixels ]]]]]]]
Areal porosity 5 (4) cluster can be calculated. Typically, the minimum Total number of pixels distance is of interest as it is a measure of the Example 2. Calculation of areal porosity.
distance to a source of nutrients for the cell. The In the following binary image, the number of void diffusion distance is defined as the minimum dis-(zero) pixels is 19 and total number of pixels is 36, tance from a cluster pixel to its nearest void pixel in so the areal porosity is 19 / 3650.528.
an image. This study considers two different diffusion distance measures. The average diffusion distance is the average of the minimum distance from each cluster pixel to the nearest void pixel over all clusters pixels in the image. A larger diffusion distance indicates a higher distance that substrate has to diffuse in the cell cluster. In ISA, an 'eight-point Euclidean distance mapping' algorithm is used to calculate average diffusion distance (Danielsson, 1980) . For an M 3 N binary biofilm image, (i, j) is an element of the image.
Run length
uP(i, j)u is the diffusion distance for the pixel at (i, j) The average horizontal run length is the average and is calculated as the Euclidian Distance of a number of consecutive pixels with a value of one cluster pixel from its nearest void pixel. Example 3. Calculating average run length. In the following binary biofilm image a one is a cluster pixel. The average horizontal run length is (3131515)/454 (pixels) and the average vertical run length is (214141412)/553.2 (pixels). The computer initializes an array of size M 3 N to a large value (Z) to indicate infinite distance. Then it scans the array twice, once in the horizontal direction and once in the vertical direction. In each pass, it counts the number of pixels from a void pixel to a cluster pixel for each cluster pixel and maintains the minimum value found for the pixel. Upon termination, uP(i, j)u based on the above definition gives the diffusion distance. Diffusion distances are only
The final diffusion distance array is: calculated for cluster pixels.
Example 4. Calculation of diffusion distance.
An example of the calculation of diffusion distance by means of Euclidean distance mapping is shown for a binary biofilm image.
The average diffusion distance5(11111111 112121111111111)/1251.17 (pixels). The maximum diffusion distance is 2, because the largest number in the above array is 2.
Fractal dimension
Fractal geometry is a new area of mathematics that has been used by geologists, economists, and recentThe initialized distance array is:
ly by microbiologists for quantifying the roughness of an object (Kaandorp, 1994; Russ, 1994) . It is a mathematical system that allows objects to have a non-integral dimensionality, which is called the fractal dimension. In fractal geometry, the two-dimensional fractal dimension varies between 1 and 2. The higher fractal dimension value, the more irregular the perimeter of the object. For the purposes of the analysis, the rougher the biofilm boundary, the higher the fractal dimension. In ISA, a method called the Minkowski Sausage The first scan produces:
Method was used to calculate the fractal dimension (Russ, 1994) , primarily because it relates naturally to image processing problems. The Minkowski Method uses dilation of the image to accomplish this. The dilation process can be regarded as using a circle to continuously sweep through the perimeter, as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(A) is the biofilm boundary and the dilation circle. The dilation circle is continuously swept through the boundary and thus completes the dilation process. Fig. 3(B) is the result of The second scan produces: dilation using diameter 5. Fig. 3(C) is the result of Example 5. Calculation of fractal dimension. An example of calculating the fractal dimension is demonstrated for the binary image below.
First the boundary pixels are changed to zero and others to 1 (see below). dilation using diameter 10. Fig. 3(D) is the result of dilation using diameter 20. The perimeter is measured by calculating the dilated area which is the number of black pixels in Fig. 3 .
In ISA, the dilation process is completed using Then Euclidean Distance Mapping is used to Euclidean distance mapping. Euclidean Distance produce an array in which each pixel has a value Mapping, as used in the diffusion distance calculaequal to its distance to the boundary. tions, gives the distance of the cluster pixel to its nearest void pixel. If the boundary pixels are changed to zero and the other pixels one, and then applying the Euclidean Distance Mapping will calculate the distance to the boundary of that pixel. By choosing different radius values and counting the number of pixels that are smaller than this radius value the dilation area is acquired. Thus, perimeter5 dilated area /diameter.
Taking the logarithm and plotting the dilation circle diameter to the measured perimeter produces a straight line. The slope of the line can be easily calculated, and the fractal dimension is defined as (12slope). It ranges from 1 to 2. The higher the fractal dimension and rougher the biofilm boundary.
The area is calculated from the result array by counting the total number of elements that are For a dilation radius value of 3.5, the dilated area smaller than the radius value (radius value5 is 64, as shown below. diameter / 2).
For a radius value of 1.5, the dilated area is 38 as shown below.
Smaller dilation circle diameters give higher perimeters (area / diameter). The logarithmic plot of diameter versus perimeter gives a linear function as For a dilation radius value of 2.5, the dilated area shown in Fig. 4 . Fitting the data to a line gives a is 52, as shown below.
slope value of 20.5, so the fractal dimension is 12(20.5)51.5.
An application to real biofilm images
To show the utility of ISA we analyzed two light microscopy images of a biofilm, 3 and 7 days old, (Fig. 5) . The biofilm was viewed using UV light ® directed from the bottom using a Nikon Diaphot 300 inverted microscope. Both images were acquired using the same illumination. Images were captured ® with a COHU camera (Closed circuit, CA; model For a dilation radius value of 3.5, the dilated area is 61, as shown below. interstitial voids. The structure parameters calculated from the images are in Table 1 .
The results in Table 1 show evaluation of structural parameters quantifying heterogeneity, from day 3 to 7. They can be analyzed from many points of view, depending on the particular question one wants to address. For example, the average diffusion distance reflects the length a substrate needs to travel to get to the middle of the microcolony. If the diffusion distance increases, chances are that the substrate will be exhausted before it reaches the middle section of the microcolony. It is then reasonable to expect that the middle of the microcolony will be occupied by different microorganisms than the outer boundary of the microcolony. Such a scenario can happen when nitrifiers convert ammonia to nitrate near the microcolony-bulk water interface and heterotrophs denitrify nitrate in the central part ® no: 2222-1040 / 0000) and Flashpoint frame grabber of the microcolony (De Beer et al., 1997b) . General-(Integral technologies Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana) ly, the results in Table 1 reflect expectations. As time connected to a computer. The image size was 15683 progresses biofilm porosity decreases and the cell 1176 mm and the pixel size was 2.45 mm. The clusters are bigger (have longer diffusion distances, biofilm consisted of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pseuhorizontal and vertical run lengths). However, fractal domonas fluorescens, and Klebsiella pneumoniae dimension remained almost the same indicating that grown at 150 mg / l glucose concentration and 25 cluster surfaces remained constant. Textural entropy cm / s flow velocity. Other information about growth increased because of increased heterogeneity and the conditions and experimental method for these angular second moment and inverse difference mobiofilms are presented somewhere else (Xia et al., ment decreased because cluster sizes and orientations 1998). The images were thresholded manually; the were changed. white areas are cell clusters, the dark areas are
As a final test, we used the known shape and size
